Introduction {#s1}
============

Olfactory receptors (OR) belong to the hyperfamily of seven-helix G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), involved in conversion of the odorant into odor sensation [@pone.0066843-HasinBrumshtein1]. This sense of smell includes a cascade of biochemical and electrophysiological processes to detect and discriminate millions of odorous compounds [@pone.0066843-Fuchs1]. These olfactory receptors constitute the largest mammalian multi-gene family organized in 40 clusters across 21 chromosomes [@pone.0066843-Malnic1]. Such a cluster organization is the result of extensive processes of expansion, diversification, duplication, deletion and pseudogenization [@pone.0066843-Kambere1]. This process of OR creation and annihilation by genomic rearrangements is ratified by prevailing Copy Number Variations (CNVs) [@pone.0066843-HasinBrumshtein1]. CNVs are the presence of segments of DNA longer than 1 kb with \>90% sequence identity that differ in the number of copies between the genomes of different individuals [@pone.0066843-Freeman1]. It affects more nucleotides per genome than SNP variation [@pone.0066843-Redon1] and contributes significantly to variation among normal individuals, both in levels of gene expression and in phenotypes of medical relevance [@pone.0066843-Aitman1], [@pone.0066843-Gonzalez1]. There are many genes and gene families which show copy number differences in population [@pone.0066843-Sudmant1]--[@pone.0066843-Kim1]. One among them is the OR family of genes, having high sequence identity and similar enzymatic functions [@pone.0066843-HasinBrumshtein1], [@pone.0066843-Hoppe1]. OR copy number polymorphisms (CNPs) have been reported in samples covering Africans, Middle Eastern Druze, Southeast Asians, South American Indians, Central American Indians, African-Americans, Yorubans from Nigeria, European descent from Utah, USA, Japanese and Chinese [@pone.0066843-TheInternationalHapMap1], [@pone.0066843-Simonson1]. However, such polymorphisms have not been reported from populations of India or Tibet. We performed a detailed whole-genome copy number scan to investigate the extent of genotypic variations in OR repertoire and to study the genome variability and evolution in populations of India, Tibet along with HapMap samples. Here we report human genotypic variation in functional OR repertoire size, and also the selective pressures acting on CNVs, due to the combinatorial effect of "orthologously obtained" and "paralogously derived" sequences providing the complexity towards CNVs in OR clusters.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

For this study, 43 normal members from randomly selected twelve families residing in Karnataka, India, with different age group members ranging from 13--73 years, 270 HapMap samples covering CEU (CEPH collection), CHB (Han Chinese in Beijing, China), JPT (Japanese in Tokyo, Japan) and YRI (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria) populations and 31 Tibetan samples were selected for copy number polymorphism analysis of the OR subgenome. 5 ml EDTA blood was collected from each member of the Indian study group and genomic DNA was extracted using Promega Wizard^®^ Genomic DNA purification kit. The isolated DNA was quantified by Bio-photometer and gel electrophoresis. This research was approved by the University of Mysore Institutional Human Ethics review committee (IHEC). Written informed consent was obtained from all sample donors and the IHEC approved the sample consent procedure. Written informed consent was obtained from parents/guardians in the cases of participants being minors. The 270 individuals sample data from the four populations was obtained from the International HapMap Consortium. The samples for the HapMap come from a total of 270 people: the 30 both-parent-and-adult-child trios from the Yoruba people in Ibadan, Nigeria, 45 unrelated Japanese individuals in Tokyo, 45 unrelated individuals Han Chinese in Beijing, and the 30 both-parent-and-adult-child trios from CEPH. The raw, unprocessed data from Affymetrix Genome Wide SNP 6.0 array for the 31 individuals of Tibet population was obtained from the ArrayExpress Archive at the European Bioinformatics Institute that was submitted by Simonson et al, (2010) to identify regions of the genome that have undergone positive selection in a high-altitude Tibetan population. The deposited datasets were obtained from the ArrayExpress archive with the accession number E-GEOD-21661.

Genotyping {#s2a}
----------

Genome-wide genotyping was performed using an Affymetrix Genome-wide Human SNP Array 6.0 chip and Affymetrix CytoScan^®^ High-Density (HD) Array having 1.8 million and 2.6 million combined SNP and CNV markers with the median inter- marker distance of 500--600 bases. These chips provide maximum panel power and the highest physical coverage of the genome [@pone.0066843-Affymetrix1]. Genotyping quality was assessed using Affymetrix Genotyping Console Software. Copy Number Analysis Method offers two types of segmenting methods, univariate and multivariate. These methods are based on the same algorithm, but use different criteria for determining cut-points denoting CNV boundaries.

BirdSuite (v2) {#s2b}
--------------

BirdSuite [@pone.0066843-BirdsuiteAlgorithm1] is a suite originally developed to detect known common CNPs based on prior knowledge, as well as to discover rare CNVs, from Affymetrix SNP 6.0 array data. To do this, it incorporates two main methods; the "Birdsuite" algorithms and the"Canary" [@pone.0066843-White1]. The Birdsuite algorithm uses a Hidden Markov model (HMM) approach to find regions of variable copy number in a sample. For the HMM, the hidden state is the true copy number of the individual\'s genome and the observed states are the normalized intensity measurements of each array probe. CNV calls from the Canary and Birdsuite algorithms were collated for each sample, and kept as long as they met the following criteria: i) Birdsuite calls with a log10 of odds (LOD) score (Odds Ratio) greater than or equal to 10(corresponding to an approximate False Discovery Rate of ∼5%), ii) Birdsuite calls with copy number states other than 2 were retained; iii) Canary CNP calls with CN states different from the population mode were retained.

Canary {#s2c}
------

CNP analysis was performed using the Canary algorithm. Canary was developed by the Broad Institute for making copy number state calls in genomic regions with CNPs. Canary algorithm computes a single intensity summary statistic using a subset of manually selected probes within the CNP region. The intensity summaries are compared in aggregate across all samples to intensity summaries previously observed in training data to assign a copy number state call.

CNVFinder {#s2d}
---------

CNVFinder developed at the Welcome Trust Sanger Institute uses a dynamic, multiple-threshold based approach to allow robust classification of copy number changes in data of varying qualities. This algorithm makes two main assumptions i) that the majority of data points are normally distributed around a log2 ratio of zero, and ii) that data points falling outside of the centralized log2 ratio distribution are representative of a difference in copy number between test and reference genome.

Genotyping Console {#s2e}
------------------

After processing CEL files and the Birdseed to call genotypes, we used the Genotyping Console (GTC v.3.0.2) to detect CNVs from the Affymetrix 6.0 array for samples that passed initial QCs. The default parameters of \>1 Kb size and \>5 probes in this algorithm were used.

Data Analysis {#s2f}
-------------

Genome-wide CNV study was carried out using SVS Golden Helix Ver. 7.2 [@pone.0066843-Bozeman1] and Affymetrix Genotyping Console software as prescribed in their manuals [@pone.0066843-Affymetrix2]--[@pone.0066843-Affymetrix4]. Eigenstrat method was used to avoid possibility of spurious associations resulting from population stratification. Bonferroni correction was employed for multiple testing and the corrected data were then used for CNV testing. Bonferroni methods for population data genotyped on the Affymetrix 6.0 platform was α  = 0.05 thresholds between 1×10^−7^ and 7×10^−8^.

Analyzing the collated data from both BirdSuite and Canary algorithms increased the stringency on those meeting the CNP calls with a log10 of odds score greater than or equal to 10 corresponding to a False Discovery Rate of ∼5%. All SNPs that were called using Birdseed v2algorithm had a Quality Control (QC) call rate of \>97% across individuals. All the subjects and members with SNPs that passed SNP QC procedures were entered into the CNV analysis. Filters were set for ID call rates for the overall SNPs to identify IDs with poor quality DNA, if any. The CNV calls were generated using the Canary algorithm. In AGCS, contrast QC has to be \>0.4 to be included in the CNV analyses. In this study, contrast QC observed was \>2.5 across all samples showing a robust strength. To control for the possibility of spurious or artifact CNVs, we used the EIGENSTRAT approach of Price *et al* (2006) [@pone.0066843-Price1]. This method derives the principal components of the correlations among gene variants and corrects for those correlations in the testing. We removed two individuals (1 each individual from India and HapMap-CHB) because they were extreme outliers on one or more significant EIGENSTRAT axes. CNVs were considered validated when there was a reciprocal overlap of 50% or greater with the reference set. Though the Jaccard statistic is sensitive to the number of CNVs called by each algorithm (ideally each two algorithms would detect similar number of CNV calls), the relative values between the different comparisons of algorithms/platform/site are very informative. All the overlap analyses performed have handled losses and gains separately except when otherwise stated, and were conducted hierarchically. The calls from the algorithms that were called in both were not considered; instead, they were collated so that the relative values between the different comparisons of algorithms/platform/site are still very informative.

HD-CNV {#s2g}
------

In order to compare and identify CNVs between samples of the same and other population as hotspots and rare, and to also correlate their abeyant effects on a wide variety of biological contexts, HD-CNV [@pone.0066843-Butler1] (Hotspot Detector for Copy Number Variants), was used to analyze and detect recurrent CNV regions by finding cliques in an interval graph generated from the input. HD-CNV requires CNV calls as an input to detect recurrent regions based on percentage overlap. The output graph generated by the HD-CNV was then visualized using Gephi graph creation software.

Determining possible recombining regions using MAFFT and BLAST {#s2h}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Both global and local alignment were used to construct the phylogenetic trees. The following two criteria were used to construct the tree, (i) presence of CNVs in OR cluster based on chromosomal location and (ii) divergence of a family of OR genes present on different chromosomal location. Multiple Alignment using Fast Fourier Transform (MAFFT) [@pone.0066843-Katoh1], is a global alignment tool, which is faster, accurate than any other and the trees were constructed using unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA). Local alignments from BLAST and neighbor-joining methods were used to construct trees. BLAST alignment of sequences was used to construct phylogenetic tree by neighbor joining method.

Weighted protein interaction network analysis {#s2i}
---------------------------------------------

We used weighted protein network analysis in a first attempt to identify OR gene associated modules and their key constituents. Weighted protein network analysis starts from the level of hundreds of genes, identifies modules of co-expressed proteins and proteins falling under the common pathway and relates these modules to gene ontology information. We made use of tools such as GeneMANIA [@pone.0066843-WardeFarley1], BIOGRID and CYTOSCAPE [@pone.0066843-Shannon1] developed for network studies to assess the functional consequences of the network topology.

Results {#s3}
=======

Whole genome CNP analysis in 344 individuals from the populations covering India, Tibet and HapMap (CEU, CHB, JPT, YRI), homologene analysis, breakpoint analysis, manual curation of the OR sub genome, database scavenging and network studies helped us eventually in identifying 862 OR genes, of which 405(47%) were intact genes and 457(53%) were pseudogenes. During this study significant discrepancies were identified in HORDE, OrDB and HGNC databases while performing data-mining for UOM-HORD. Of the 862 OR genes, 20 genes were not found in HORDE database along with two genes, being wrongly named. Chromosomal locations for 49 OR genes were found to be ambiguous in the HGNC database. Theses discrepancies in the existing OR and other databases paved the way to develop a new OR database. The UOM-HORD which stands for "University of Mysore -- Human Olfactory Receptor Database" developed and managed at the University of Mysore is comprehensive and error free.

UOM-HORD {#s3a}
--------

UOM-HORD is a free online source, which integrates extensive information on human ORs. The UOM-HORD accessible at <http://uni-mysore.ac.in/uom-hord/index.php/>, was constructed using manual data-mining of the human genome. The human genome was searched for novel and existing ORs and also was cross verified with four other databases HORDE, OrDB, HGNC and NCBI. This data base aims at providing a global overview on the structure, function and evolution of the entire OR gene superfamily. This also furnishes information about OR genomic organization and a comprehensive summary of constantly evolving OR genes in the human genome. The curation of the OR subgenome revealed 405 genes and 457 pseudogenes from 18 families and 292 subfamilies.

Sub Genome Map of OR clusters underlying CNP {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------

Analyzing the collated data from the arrays from those meeting the CNP calls with a log10 of odds score greater than or equal to 10 (corresponding to a False Discovery Rate of ∼5%) criteria were selected for further investigation. We observed a total of 1527 OR genes from 503 CNV events from all populations. These 1527 OR genes were identified in 81.3% of the entire study group comprising of Indian, Tibetan and HapMap populations. 93% of the Indian population carried OR genes when compared to 58% of the Tibetan population and 70% of the HapMap population ([Figure 1](#pone-0066843-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Duplication polymorphism (68%) was significantly high across all populations when compared to deletion polymorphism (32%). These polymorphisms contained ∼16% of the entire OR superfamily of genes, with the Indian population showing the highest degree of gene variability with 12.41% followed by HapMap with 9.86% and the least in Tibet population, with 3.36% ([Figure 1](#pone-0066843-g001){ref-type="fig"}). These polymorphisms were found enriched in intact genes than pseudogenes. Some of these polymorphisms in the Indian population were found being inherited, of which 14% and 1% were inherited duplications and deletions respectively ([Figure 1](#pone-0066843-g001){ref-type="fig"}), whereas, the remaining 27% and 58% were de novo duplications and deletions, while, the YRI trio data showed 41% and 59% inherited and de novo events followed by 33% and 67% in the CEU trios.

![The first, second and third bars in groups A--D represent Indian, HapMap and Tibetan populations.\
**Group A** denotes percent of subjects with OR genes with CNVs (Red) over subjects without OR genes with CNVs (Blue). 93% of Indian, 70% of HapMap and 58% of Tibetan populations were found to contain CNVs. **Group B** denotes the percent of OR genes with CNPs identified in this study (Red) over percent of OR genes not identified in this study (Blue). 12%, 10% and 3% of the total OR genes were found to contain CNPs in Indian, HapMap and Tibetan populations respectively. **Group** **C** represents the percent of OR intact genes (Red) over pseudogenes (Blue) with CNPs identified in this study. Indian population showed 4% and 96%, HapMap showed 9% and 91% and Tibet showed 10% and 90% of CNPs in intact and pseudogenes respectively. **Group D** represents deletions (Red) over duplications (Blue) identified in this study. Indian, HapMap and Tibetan populations showed 21%, 37% and 28% of deletions and 79%, 63% and 72% of duplications respectively. **Group E** denotes the inherited duplications (Blue 14%) and inherited deletions (Red 1%) whereas stan ds for de novo duplications (58%) and de novo deletions (27%) observed in Indian population whereas, HapMap -- YRI trio data denotes 41% and 59% inherited and de novo events the and HapMap -- CEU trios shows 33% and 67% inherited and de novo events.](pone.0066843.g001){#pone-0066843-g001}

[Figure 2](#pone-0066843-g002){ref-type="fig"} details the clusters of OR repertoire enriched with copy number identified across all the study populations. The karyogram ([Figure 2](#pone-0066843-g002){ref-type="fig"}) shows a total of 27 clusters across all chromosomes from the populations under study. Eleventh chromosome with 6 identified clusters is one of the diverse CNP regions containing both deletion and duplication polymorphisms followed by chromosome 1 with 4 clusters and chromosome 15 with 3 clusters. More number of clusters was identified in the 11^th^ chromosome in the Indian CNP events. Interestingly, 6^th^, 10^th^, 12^th^, 16^th^, 17^th^ and 22^nd^ chromosome clusters were found to be specific only to the Indian CNP event, whereas, chromosomes 2^nd^, 5^th^, 9^th^ and 13^th^ showed cluster specificity only for the HapMap populations and no chromosome specific clusters were identified for the Tibetan population. However, CNPs in six clusters from five chromosomes were conserved across all the study populations whereas; there are no ORs on chromosome 20, and very few on chromosome X([Table 1](#pone-0066843-t001){ref-type="table"}).

![Karyogram indicating the CNPs in different clusters of Indian, Tibetan and Hapmap OR subgenome.\
Each population is represented by a particular colour. A total of 27 clusters were found from all populations, of which 10 showed overlapping. OR genes are distributed across all chromosomes except 3, 18, 21 and Y. In our study, CNPs were found on all chromosomes containing OR genes except 4, 20, and X.](pone.0066843.g002){#pone-0066843-g002}

10.1371/journal.pone.0066843.t001

###### Showing the distribution of OR clusters containing CNVs in Indian, Hapmap and Tibetan populations.

![](pone.0066843.t001){#pone-0066843-t001-1}

                    Chromosome                                                           
  ---------------- ------------ ---- ------ ---- --------- ---- --------- ---- --------- ----
                     1p36.33     4    7q35   6     11q11    7     11q11    10   15q11.2   3
                       1q44      14    \-    \-   11p15.4   6      \-      \-     \-      \-
                      1q23.1     4     \-    \-   11q24.1   3      \-      \-     \-      \-
                      1q23.2     2     \-    \-   11q12.1   8      \-      \-     \-      \-
                        \-       \-    \-    \-   11q24.2   2      \-      \-     \-      \-
  **Hapmap CEU**     1p36.33     4    7q35   6      \-      \-   14q11.2   8    15q11.2   3
  **Hapmap CHB**     1p36.33     4    7q35   6      \-      \-   14q11.2   7    15q11.2   3
  **Hapmap YRI**       1q44      20   7q35   5     11q11    14   14q11.2   7    15q11.2   3
  **Hapmap JPT**     1p36.33     4     \-    \-     \-      \-   14q11.2   6    15q11.2   3
  **Tibet**          1p36.33     4    7q35   6      \-      \-   14q11.2   8    15q11.2   3
                       1q44      6     \-    \-     \-      \-     \-      \-     \-      \-

[Figure 3](#pone-0066843-g003){ref-type="fig"} further compares the CN events of India and Tibet across the HapMap populations and identified two copy number events, each of 271 kb and 364 kb. 271 kb copy number on chromosome 15q11.2 with breakpoint 22,317,500 bp --22,588,019 bp was conserved across all the study populations, whereas, the 364 kb copy number end point, again on the 15q11.2 chromosome was conserved in HapMap and Tibetan populations only. Indians, Europeans (CEU) and Africans (YRI) show a 3--4 fold heavier load of copy number volume when compared against CHB and JPT copy number volume. Any two randomly chosen populations show a copy number sustenance of 1--6 copy number breakpoints between them. Indian population carry ∼7 OR gene duplications and 2 gene duplications on an average, whereas, members of the Tibetan population show ∼2 gene duplications and ∼1 gene deletion compared to members of the HapMap showing ∼3 gene duplications and ∼ 2 gene deletions. A detailed list of the OR CNV breakpoints common for India, HapMap and Tibet populations has been provided in [Table S4](#pone.0066843.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Venn diagrams representing the number of overlapping common Copy Number Polymorphisms (CNPs) found in the six populations studied.\
(a) represents the CNPs shared between the HapMap populations (CEU, CHB, JPT, YRI) and the Indian (IND) population (b) represents CNPs shared between the HapMap populations and the Tibetan (TBT) population. A single CNP of size 271 kb with the breakpoints 22,317,500--22,588,019 located on chromosome 15 was found in all six populations. Another CNP on the same chromosome with a size of 286 kb, with the breakpoints 22,301,994 bp --22,588,019 bp was shared by five populations and was not found in the Indian population. When both Venn diagrams are taken into consideration, Indian population showed the largest number of exclusive CNP events (35) followed by YRI (29), CEU (23), TBT (20), JPT (11) and CHB (8). The HapMap population showed a maximum of four shared CNPs, Asian populations CHB, JPT, and Tibet share one common CNP while Indian and Tibetan samples share twelve CNPs. European (CEU) and African (YRI) populations share six exclusive CNP events, whereas among the Asian populations, no CNPs were shared between CHB and JPT, as well as CHB and TBT.](pone.0066843.g003){#pone-0066843-g003}

A Heat Map of Log R Ratios indicating the quantitative assessments of genotyping used to determine copy number for the OR region with inferred functional copy number for some of the members under study can be seen in [Figure 4](#pone-0066843-g004){ref-type="fig"}. The slanting lines above the heat emission signal indicates the copy number markers which has picked the variation.

![A Heat Map of Log R ratios indicating the quantitative assessments of genotyping examined in a panel of 344 individuals (represented 8) used to determine copy number for the OR region with inferred functional copy number for some of the members under study can be seen here.\
Each row represents human individuals and each column of the grid summarizes genotype data for the 15q11.2 OR gene cluster comprising of genes *OR4M2, OR4N4* and *OR4N3P*. The slanting lines above the heat emission signal indicate the copy number markers, which have picked the variation. Three Tibetan (GSH540612, GSM540625, GSM540628) samples showing 15q11.2 OR gene cluster deletion and five HapMap (NA07357, NA12717, NA12891, NA18526, NA18537) samples showing both deletions and duplications in the same region.](pone.0066843.g004){#pone-0066843-g004}

Hotspot Detection in OR CNPs {#s3c}
----------------------------

Hotspot analysis using HD-CNV of the CNPs was used to identify the hotspots and rare CNPs between samples of the same and other population and to also correlate their abeyant effects on a wide variety of biological contexts. About 1527 OR gene calls from this study were used as an input to detect recurrent and rare copy number regions based on percentage overlap. [Figure 5](#pone-0066843-g005){ref-type="fig"} details the detected recurrent CNV regions by finding cliques in an interval graph generated from the input and the graph was visualized using Gephi graph creation software. A total of 1284 Hotspots, 77 rare and 137 intermediate OR gene copy number events are seen in 13 chromosomes ([Table S5](#pone.0066843.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Rare events are distinctively limited to only an individual in a population and are not seen in any other individuals in any other population. Varying degrees of Hotspot, Intermediate and Rare ratios were observed in all the chromosomes identified with OR CNVs. Chromosomes 14, 15, 7 and 1 were found to be concentrated with higher ratio of Hotspots. Chromosomes 8, 11, 13, 19 and 22 contain near to equal ratio of hotspots and rare, whereas Chromosome 11 contains highest number of rare events compared to other chromosomes.

![Hot spot detection on OR CNPs was identified using HD-CNV software which generated output files containing overlapping CNV regions, seen as clusters.\
Red indicates CNV hotspots; Blue indicates rare CNV spots and other colors indicate intermediate CNV events. A total of 1284 hotspots, 77 rare and 137 intermediate OR gene copy number events are distributed across 13 chromosomes.](pone.0066843.g005){#pone-0066843-g005}

Phylogeny of OR CNPs {#s3d}
--------------------

Some of the copy number events of size \>200 kb present in the 11q11 OR repertoire and also copy number events selected based on the scattered OR4 family genes were aligned discretely as seen in [Figure 6](#pone-0066843-g006){ref-type="fig"} detailing the divergence of some of the OR genes which are under copy number influence. The copy number events aligned based on the family of OR4 were seen scattered across other chromosomes and post this expansion, they seem to diverge more than any. However, when the copy number events were aligned based on the 11q11 chromosomal location, the CNV events of different chromosomes showed more similarity than to the ones which were present on the same chromosome.

![Divergence of CNV across genome.\
The tree shows the divergence of CNVs present on 11q12 chromosomal location. (b) shows the tree constructed based on the OR4 gene family, which is distributed on different chromosomal locations. Both the trees were constructed by UPGMA method.](pone.0066843.g006){#pone-0066843-g006}

Determining possible recombining regions {#s3e}
----------------------------------------

In order to annotate the copy number flanking sequences to determine possible recombining regions, −1 kb upstream of the start point and +1 kb downstream of the end point were selected. These sequences were then locally aligned across genomes of other species to determine sequence stretches that are of evolutionary origin and/or derived. [Table S1](#pone.0066843.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} details the breakpoint analysis of 8 such copy number events varying in size and location, selected based on the recurrent and unique copy number events. For the present study, we used two common CNV events present in more than three populations and a rare/unique CNV event.

The 271 kb CNV is located on chromosome 15q11.2 with the break points 22317500 bp-22588019 bp with 113 markers comprising of the genes *OR4M2, OR4N4* and *OR4N3P*. It is a common CNV present in all 6 populations -- HapMap (YRI/JPT/CEU/CHB), India and Tibet, and thus was taken for the analysis. A total of two common CNVs (including the above described 271 kb CNV) present in 5 or more populations and the other, a 318 kb event on 14q11.2 consisting of *OR11H2, OR4Q3, OR4M1, OR4N2, OR4K2, OR4K5,* and *OR4K1* were taken to begin the analysis. In addition to these breakpoint CNVs, three other extended endpoints for the same common start point of 22,317,500 bp on 15q11.2 and for one rare 410 kb event with breakpoints 19802529 bp --20212323 bp on 14q11.2 were also included in the analysis. UCSC Genome Browser Build hg18/NCBI Map Viewer Build 36.3 was used to obtain information on the genomic segments involved in the CN detection and for the corresponding list of genes ([Table 2](#pone-0066843-t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0066843.t002

###### Details of CNV breakpoints considered to determine the possible recombining regions.

![](pone.0066843.t002){#pone-0066843-t002-2}

  Start Point                                      End Point   Size   Location   Start Marker    End Marker     Total Markers                        Genes
  ----------------------------------------------- ----------- ------ ---------- -------------- --------------- --------------- --------------------------------------------------
  **Common**                                                                                                                   
  20105479                                         20423360    318    14q11.2     CN_657383       CN_105694          114        OR11H2, OR4Q3, OR4M1, OR4N2, OR4K2, OR4K5, OR4K1
  22317500                                         22588019    271    15q11.2     CN_680698     SNP_A-2133472        113                      OR4M2, OR4N4, OR4N3P
  **Common start point - Alternate end points**                                                                                
  22317500                                         22681064    364    15q11.2     CN_680698       CN_680783          115                      OR4M2, OR4N4, OR4N3P
  22317500                                         22474268    157    15q11.2     CN_680698       CN_680748          64                       OR4M2, OR4N4, OR4N3P
  22317500                                         22494283    177    15q11.2     CN_680698       CN_680756          74                       OR4M2, OR4N4, OR4N3P
  **Rare**                                                                                                                     
  19802529                                         20212323    410    14q11.2     CN_657370       CN_657395          18                              OR11H2

The most common copy number events of chromosome 15q11.2 described above and found in more than 3 populations were used to begin the analyses. The maximum threshold percent overlap for the local alignment across species and within the genome was set to 95%. The upstream flanking sequences of the 271 kb event, the most common event with start point 22,317,500 shows a total of 12 identity hits with 97% to 100% overlap, with 8 hits from regions within the genome and 4 hits with closely related species. Though, most identity hits were on the same 15^th^ chromosome, chromosome 14 with about 97% identity was found to be the nearest in origin. However, the other 4 identity hits were seen across other closely related species *Rhesus Macaque* (chromosome unknown) with 97%, *Pan troglodytes* (Chromosome 22) with 98%, *Pongoabelli* (both chromosome 14 and 12) with 96% identities.

The downstream flanking sequences of the endpoint (22,588,019) revealed 7 identity hits, most being on the same 15^th^ chromosome, but chromosome 2 with about 94% identity was found to be the nearest in origin. There were no ancestrally derived sequence hits observed for any of the closely related species. We continued the analyses to include other identified endpoints in the same vicinity for the common start point described above (22,317,500), for the 22,681,064 bp --22,682,064 bp region, and found 14 identity hits extending from 96% --100%. Chromosome 13 of *Homo sapiens* and chromosome 22 of *Pongoabelli* showed 100% sequence identity, whereas, chromosome 8 clone RP11-10H3 showed 96% sequence identity along with varying degrees of identity for chromosome 15. For the 22,494,283 bp --22,495,283 bp region, we found 5 identity hits extending from 95% --100%. Chromosome 12 of *Homo sapiens* showed 95% sequence identity, whereas, varying degrees of identity for chromosome 15 on several clones were observed. For the 22,474,268 bp --22,475,268bp region, we found 9 identity hits extending from 96% --100%. Chromosome 14 of *Pan troglodytes* showed 97% sequence identity, whereas chromosome 17 clone CH17-224D4 and chromosome 14 clone CH17-262H11 showed 96% sequence identity along with varying degrees of identity for chromosome 15.

Another common CNV event of 318 kb with breakpoints (20,105,479 bp --20,423,660 bp) from chromosome 14q11.2 was also included in the analyses, the 20,105,479bp --20,104,479bp upstream flanking sequence of the copy number start point showed 10 identity hits, an unknown chromosome with RP43-26N14 clone showed 98% and chromosome 7 of *Pan troglodytes* showed 95% along with 95% --99% identity for *Homo sapiens* chromosomes 22, 14 and 7. The downstream flanking sequences however showed hits only to regions within the same chromosome. A 410kb rare copy number event with breakpoints 19,802,529 bp --20,212,323 bp, again on chromosome 14q11.2 with upstream flanking region of 19,802,529bp start point showed 81 identity hits on human chromosomes and 14 hits on genomes of other species. These 81 hits were found across chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22 and X chromosomes and the sequence identity ranged from 95%−100%. Similarly, chromosomes 2, 7, 14, 22, X and some unknown chromosomes of *Pan troglodytes* showed 96% identity hits. The downstream flanking sequences however showed hits to chromosome 15 (95%) of *Homo sapiens* and chromosomes 12 and 14 (97%) of *Pongoabelli*. These flanking sequences contain the recombining regions, whose relationship with other orthologous and paralogous sequences can be seen to determine the origin of these sequences and probable other recombining regions ([Figure 7](#pone-0066843-g007){ref-type="fig"}). Phylogenetic trees of the breakpoint regions are mimicking the expansion of CNV across taxa. For the present study, we used two common CNV events present in more than three populations and a rare/unique CNV event ([Figure 7](#pone-0066843-g007){ref-type="fig"}).

![Phylogenetic tree of the flanking recombining upstream and downstream sequence breakpoints of CNV regions -- pattern of dispersal of breakpoint across taxa and within the genome of an organism.\
a--d show the trees for the −1 kb upstream and downstream flanking sequences of the most common CNV event found in all the populations under the study. [Figure 7e](#pone-0066843-g007){ref-type="fig"} shows the tree for the −1 kb upstream flanking sequences of rare CNV event found in a population under study. These flanking sequences contain the recombining regions, whose relationship with other orthologous and paralogous sequences can be seen to determine the origin of these sequences and probable other recombining regions. The −1 kb upstream and downstream flanking sequences of the most common CNV events (22,316,500 bp --22,317,500 bp in 15q11.2), (22,474,268 bp --22,475,268 bp in 15q11.2), (22,681,064 bp --22,682,064 bp in 15q11.2), (20,104,479 bp --20,105,479 bp in 14q11.2), (19,801,529--19,802,529 in 14q11.2) found in all the populations under the study were chosen to construct the trees. [Figure 7e](#pone-0066843-g007){ref-type="fig"} shows the tree for the −1 kb upstream flanking sequences of rare CNV event found in a population under study. These flanking sequences contain the recombining regions, whose relationship with other orthologous and paralogous sequences can be seen to determine the origin of these sequences and probable other recombining regions.](pone.0066843.g007){#pone-0066843-g007}

Protein Interaction network of Human Olfactory receptor genes {#s3f}
-------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 8](#pone-0066843-g008){ref-type="fig"} describes the network topology of the 151 OR genes, with co-expression and shared protein domain features divided into 3 clusters. Eleven of the OR genes in this network are seen co-expressing with only a few of the other OR genes belonging to both same and different families. [Figure S1](#pone.0066843.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} details the network statistics with respect to network neighbors, shared neighbors and stress centrality of the OR network. This network has 135 nodes with a network density of 0.431, has about 70 multi-edge node pairs, and has ∼57 average numbers of neighbors, with a clustering coefficient of 1.

![Network of genes involved in olfactory perception with hub genes distributed in three clusters.\
The network shows 135 genes (blue nodes), their co-expression (grey lines) and shared protein domains (green lines) that were identified in our study. About 50 genes are co-expressed at the transcript level; however they are inhibited by negative feedback supporting the one neuron--one receptor hypothesis. All OR genes show shared protein domains. The network generated has a clustering coefficient of 0.9, network density is 0.431 and network heterogeneity is 0.266. Each gene has an average of 57.8 neighbors.](pone.0066843.g008){#pone-0066843-g008}

OR genes identified in the CNV events of this study were used to construct OR protein network in order to determine the physical interactions of the OR protein receptors. No physical interaction was observed for the OR proteins that were used from the study. However, some of the OR proteins among the ones that were used to begin the network construction were found to be co-expressed. The co-expression pattern is on par with the one receptor one neuron hypothesis proposed by Malnic *et* *al* (1999) [@pone.0066843-Malnic2] wherein a single gene among the expressed OR primary transcripts, is randomly chosen to be transformed into a OR G-protein coupled receptor and regulates the other expressed OR transcripts through a negative feedback mechanism. About 50 OR genes from a set of 135 genes were found to be co-expressing at the mRNA level, but due to inhibition, they fail to co-express at the protein level resulting in the formation of a single receptor for every neuron, as supported by the generated OR protein interaction network. CNV burden on OR genes may possibly alter the copy number states of OR genes which in a way affects the co-expression levels of the transcripts resulting in the increased or decreased negative feedback mechanism during the determination of OR transcript to OR receptor pathway. Therefore the protein interaction network of OR genes is established.

A complete list of the OR genes and the OR CNV events with detailed coordinates, its CNV type, location, size and markers identified in India, HapMap and Tibet populations has been provided as a [Table S3](#pone.0066843.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Multigene families comprise of genes that are identical or having similar sequence and the similarity can be either for the entire sequence or partial, limited to specific domains. These multigene families are seen scattered across chromosomes or localized at one place [@pone.0066843-Niimura1]. There are \>10 such multigene families in human genome. The genes for alpha and beta chains of the mammalian hemoglobin molecule are coded by multigene families on chromosomes 16 and 11. Multigene families of actins, immunoglobulins, interferons, tubulins, hemoglobins and histones are seen scattered and conserved [@pone.0066843-Kim1]. The most prominent in the human genome, the rRNA genes, alone has 2000 genes for 5S rRNA. The most over represented category was the family consisting of alpha-amylase multigene family (AMY1 and AMY2) located on chromosome 1. The second most frequent being the uridine glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) gene family divided into two subfamilies, UGT1 and UGT2 located on 2q37 and 4q13 respectively. Similar to UGT1, the region for the protocadherin beta (PCDHB) gene family encodes 16 different proteins with variable N-termini. OR gene family among these multigene families is the largest, occurring in both human and lower primates [@pone.0066843-HasinBrumshtein1]. These multigene families are generated by continuous genomic rearrangements caused by duplications, deletions, and inversions in the genome [@pone.0066843-Nguyen1].

The human genome contains ∼100 OR clusters, that has arisen via numerous tandem duplications, as well as less frequent interchromosomal duplications, that seeded new clusters and harbors between 1--105 genes [@pone.0066843-Young1]. Some human ORs have multiplied to relatively high copy number as part of a recent burst of segmental duplications in the human genome [@pone.0066843-Young1]. OR gene loci are known to be one of the most genetically diverse regions in the human genome. In 2003, 388 intact OR genes and 414 OR pseudogenes were reported from the human genome sequence [@pone.0066843-Niimura2], however, the numbers improved to 396 intact and 425 pseudogenes in 2010 due to the release of the updated human genome build [@pone.0066843-Matsui1]. But recent studies accounted OR repertoire into 413 intact genes and 244 segregating pseudogenes [@pone.0066843-Olender1].We have carried out high resolution CNV analysis of OR repertoires in 344 individuals from 3 sample groups, and eventually identified the OR intact and pseudogenes to be 862, and we have also identified OR containing CNVs which were not earlier reported.

Validations {#s4a}
-----------

Firstly, 51440 CNVs including HapMap samples were detected by Zhang et al (2011) [@pone.0066843-Zhang1] from the HapMap samples, 90 HapMap -- CEU samples were validated by Conrad et al (2011) [@pone.0066843-Conrad1]. Both of them have used algorithms such as Birdsuite, Partek, PennCNV-Affy and HelixTree. These both studies have been considered for CNV calling as gold standard. Similarly, we have also analysed HapMap CNV events using BirdSuite, Canary and CNVFinder. In the above algorithms, the recovery rate also increased with the number of probes spanned by the CNV. Secondly, comparison was made with the 1695 structural variations reported by Kidd *et al* (2008) [@pone.0066843-Kidd1] from 8 human genomes which revealed an impressive degree of overlapping for our data even for the larger CNVs.

We used 893 CNVs which was used by Korn *et al*. (2008) [@pone.0066843-Korn1] as a reference to compare the recovery rates of Birdsuite, Canary and CNVFinder for the 1042 HapMap CNV events detected in our study. Birdsuite recovered CNVs spanning \>5 markers at a rate (81.5%) comparable to that of Korn *et al* (2008) [@pone.0066843-Korn1] (92.4%) when using their criteria. We have also compared 1042 HapMap CNV events with the 893 CNVs reported by Korn *et al* (2008) [@pone.0066843-Korn1] where the Birdsuite algorithm recovered more than 90% of the CNVs. However, the highest recovery rate for detection of CNVs with \>5 markers was significant by Birdsuite. We further calculated the average recovery rate of CNVs with different frequency spanned by \>5 makers. The array consists of ∼22000 labeled reference genes. Though some OR genes were not labeled in the array, they were identified when the CNV breakpoints were checked in the NCBI genome maps. Both OR intact and pseudogenes were also verified in the NCBI and HORDE databases. This indicates that both OR intact genes and pseudogenes are equally represented in the array. The complete list of OR genes present in the array are provided in [Table S2](#pone.0066843.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

While performing several layers of analysis, we identified significant discrepancies in the two OR databases, HORDE and OrDB leading to the creation of the new database "UOM-HORD". UOM-HORD houses the gene information, symbol status, and nucleotide information of all the identified and annotated OR genes. This database aims at providing OR subgenome structure, function and organization of constantly evolving OR genes from 18 families and 292 subfamilies.

Subgenome map of OR clusters {#s4b}
----------------------------

Our study focused CNPs in regions of both single gene loci and OR clusters across all chromosomes using Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 chip and Affymterix CytoScan^®^ High-Density (HD) Array having 1.8 million and 2.6 million combined SNP and CNV markers with the median inter- marker distance of 500 bps in the genome in contrast to earlier low-resolution studies (75--100 kb to 1 kb) [@pone.0066843-Nozawa1], [@pone.0066843-Hasin1]. Comparing the coordinates of the CNPs and OR gene loci/clusters, we found that a high volume of the intact genes were found enriched in CNP regions compared to pseudogenes. Indian, Tibetan and HapMap samples showed varying percent of copy number occurrence, with India being the highest at 93%, followed by HapMap and Tibet. This study group contained overlapping OR loci, and covered ∼16% of the total 862 OR loci, compared to ∼15--20% OR genes found to be affected by CNVs as reported by Waszak et al [@pone.0066843-Waszak1]. Duplication polymorphism were significantly enriched across all populations compared to deletion polymorphism and HapMap contained the lowest events. Indian trio data revealed 15% of the copy number being inherited compared to 85% being *de novo* events which can be attributed to the heterogeneity of the Indian genome, compared to 30% and 16.3% being inherited and de novo in YRI and 25% and 30% being inherited and de novo in CEU subgroup.

Go and Nimura (2008) [@pone.0066843-Go1] suggested that the pace of evolution of OR genes is similar between humans and chimpanzees, but the OR gene repertoires were found to be relatively different between them. This difference might be responsible for the species-specific ability of odor perception. Primates are less dependent than mouse and dog on an olfaction, which might have been due to a measured gene loss process along the lineage. Similar OR repertoire losses have been reported in other mammals [@pone.0066843-Sharon1], [@pone.0066843-Gilad1], [@pone.0066843-Olender1]. Malnic et al., (2004) [@pone.0066843-Malnic1] constructed a phylogenetic tree in which they showed sequence relationships among the 339 human ORs, 23 rodent ORs with known ligands, and 28 ORs identified in fish. Gilad et al., (2004) [@pone.0066843-Gilad2] sequenced 100 genes from 18 nonhuman primates. In higher apes, the gene loss has extremely accelerated in humans. Such loss in the functional OR repertoire in humans is an ongoing evolutionary process, as established by the past identification of OR genes that segregate between intact and pseudogene forms and by newer surveys showing an enrichment of loss-of-function OR alleles^32^ (Olender et al., 2012) [@pone.0066843-Olender1]. The CNV events and segmental duplications are some of the reasons why OR genes/clusters are scattered across the chromosome from lower to higher order species. The recent developments in CNV detection post the genomic era have enabled one to detect the extensive distribution of ORs through CNVs.

Hotspot Detection in OR CNPs {#s4c}
----------------------------

In order to identify the hotspots and rare CNPs between samples of the same and other population, HD-CNV (Hotspot Detector for CNVs) program was used on 1527 copy number events revealing hotpot, rare and intermediate regions. HD-CNV showed chromosome 7 having extensive hotspot events. Except for a few unique CNV events, almost all events overlap with single (or almost) other event. These events are very commonly recurring events that have similar boundaries, not much distinction can be observed in the groups. Chromosome 15 shows a large group, all of which share some CNPs and then a few that do not share among themselves but share with a CNV that is common to almost all. Intermediate subgroups in chromosomes 1 and 11 are seen to be interconnected to each other, but not directly connected. Intermediate copy number events are those which are neither hotspots nor rare, are bound to be influenced either ways. There are few individual events that are not shared by a single unique event. In chromosome 14, a large group that all share together, and then a few events that do not have all of those events but do overlap with at least one in the group, gets joined.

Hot-Spot Detector imports pre-formatted CSV files containing detected CNV events in the study. CNV events are treated as nodes in an interval graph and are used to represent regions (intervals) on a real line, and edges are added where intervals overlap as postulated by Lekkerkerker *et al.*, (1962) [@pone.0066843-Lekkerkerker1]. Based on this, Butler *et al* (2012) [@pone.0066843-Butler1], modified and added edges between nodes that share the base pair overlap required to consider two CNV events part of a merged region (default 40%) and the overlap required for a family (region with highly similar CNV events, default 99%). Merged regions, therefore, contain a collection of CNV events where each overlaps all others in the merged region by the minimum overlap specified, and indicate the genomic location where those groups of overlapping CNVs are found [@pone.0066843-Butler1].

Hotspot analysis elucidates the fragility of the OR subgenome which contains recurrent CNV regions bearing large concentration of repeats in the flanking sequences. Some intermediate subgroups are seen to be shared with both hotspot clusters and rare clusters indicating that the subgroup is under selective pressure and have equal chances of being converted into either clusters. Intermediate subgroups in the chromosomes are at a dynamic state and tend to shift either towards hotspots or rare over a continuous evolutionary CNV burden. However, this state seems to be inert in nature currently, with little or no scope for state conversion but may tend to change over a period of evolutionary CNV burden. Hence the intermediate subgroups are regarded to be under selective pressure.

Phylogenetic trees were constructed aligning \>200 kb CNPs from several chromosomal locations identified in this study to address questions relating to the evolution of the OR repertoire and to detect the role of a neutral evolution for the OR copy number variation as proposed by Nozawa et al [@pone.0066843-Olender1]. Sequences were chosen based on two criteria, one was using sequences from a defined cluster of a chromosomal location, and other being, based on the CNP sequences of the same OR family of genes, but scattered across several locations. Chromosomal location 11q12 bearing five genes from OR5 family along with the use of four CNP sequences occurring in OR4 family of genes were used distinctly to determine the divergence of some OR genes/sequences under copy number influence. Phylogenetic trees gave interestingly contrasting states, the tree with the scattered OR4 genes seemed to diverge more than the tree constructed on the CNP from a chromosomal cluster ([Figure 6](#pone-0066843-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The CNV events showing less or no divergence between different chromosomal locations might implicate recent expansion into the new location. CNV formation bias was observed in the OR repertoires as OR intact genes were significantly affected by CNVs than OR pseudogenes with stark contrast to other studies [@pone.0066843-Hasin1] which indicates the evolutionary constraints acting on OR intact genes than on pseudogenes indicating an intentional contribution of formation bias and selection.

Role of Orthologous -- Paralogous sequences in OR gene clusters {#s4d}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Having established the absence of neutral theory and intentional contribution of formation bias and selection on CNVs towards OR intact genes, we further tested the recurrent and unique CNP events for their flanking recombining sequences to decipher the complexity involved in the insistent CNVs in the OR repertoires. In order to annotate the copy number flanking sequences and to determine possible recombining regions, −1 kb upstream of the start point and +1 kb downstream of the end point were selected. These sequences were then locally aligned across genomes of other species to determine sequence stretches that are of evolutionary origin and/or derived. It is likely that the duplication and deletion processes are altering the OR family by homologous as well as non-homologous unequal recombination between the OR regions. The OR clusters have arisen via numerous tandem duplications, as well as less frequent interchromosomal duplications, that seeded new clusters [@pone.0066843-Young1]. These human ORs have multiplied to relatively high copy number as part of a recent burst of segmental duplications (SDs) in the human genome. Numerous studies have tried to identify the reasons behind such continuously occurring CNVs, many have failed to unravel the complexities of the CNV occurrence and its burden on the OR gene regions [@pone.0066843-Niimura1].

In order to unravel the complexities surrounding the recurring CNV events in the OR repertoire, we used a) the phylogeny of OR CNPs to determine if the recombining regions of a CNV are ancestral or derived sequence segments and b) to determine the possible recombination regions both intra- and inter-chromosomally for some of the Hotspot and rare CNV start and end points. The conserved flanking sequences of CNVs of ORs from the closely related species were compared, of which 271 kb and 364 kb CNVs were found to be the two most commonly shared CNV events across all populations. These two CNV events were used to find the ancestry of the sequences. The analysis was begun by obtaining −1 kb upstream flanking sequence of the start point and +1 kb downstream flanking sequence of the end points of 271 kb, 318 kb hotspots and 410 kb rare CNV. These sequences were then locally aligned across genomes of closely related species *Pongo abelli*, *Pan troglodytes* to determine sequence stretches that are of evolutionary origin and/or derived. The threshold percent of overlap for the local alignment across species and within the genome was set between 99% --95% sequence identity. Sequence identity hits were observed for the closely related species as well as for the other chromosomes in the *Homo sapiens* genome. Based on the closest sequence identity hits for these CNV events, the flanking sequence stretches were regarded to be either evolutionary or derived. With the above information, we can consider the flanking sequence of 271 kb CNV as 'orthologous' whereas another CNV of 177 kb with the same start point but different end point from the 271 kb can be considered as 'derived'. Based on the degree of sequence similarity both across chromosomes and across closely related species, the closest hit in sequence identity was regarded to be a hotspot region/probable region for recombination. In this way, the recombination regions were predicted based on the flanking sequence identity hits across the chromosomes and within the genome. The flanking sequence stretches were also analyzed for the presence of genomic repeat sequences and CpG islands while determining the recombination regions. The genomic repeat sequences were few and we did not find the interference of the repeat sequence elements for recombination.

Though studies have shown that ORs with a closely related paralog are significantly more likely to be affected by CNVs than ORs lacking a closely related paralog, however, we see that it is the sequences flanking the OR containing genes rather than the OR genes themselves, which is probably the reason why the opposite was observed in other studies. We note that, these upstream and downstream flanking sequences show identity hits ranging 95% --100% in regions of other chromosomes within the genome and also across other species such as *Pan troglodytes*, *Pan abelli* and *Rhesus Macaque*. Interestingly, we also found hits to non-ancestrally derived sequences with other chromosomes within the genome ([Table S1](#pone.0066843.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These derived sequences do not have any ancestral origin for any closely related species but show stark identities to regions of other chromosomes within the genome indicating the role of ancestral orthologous and evolutionarily new derived paralagous sequences. It is this combinatorial effect of both "orthologous obtained from closely related species" and "paralogous derived sequences" which are providing the complexity to the continuously occurring OR CNVs. The mechanism involved in generation of OR copy-number is long thought to be because of the 'Non Homologous End Joining' and 'Non Allelic Homologous Recombination' [@pone.0066843-Hasin1]. We believe these recombination events are due to the extensive sequence identities of the flanking sequences with several regions (1 to 50) across other chromosomes. These regions are the probable recombining sequence stretches which has transported OR loci/clusters to other regions in the genome.

OR Protein Network follows one gene -- one neuron hypothesis {#s4e}
------------------------------------------------------------

The OR protein interaction network was created using 140 identified OR genes in our study, which showed the interactions between different OR family genes. The genes formed three clusters, all of which had shared protein domains and some being co-expressed. The network showed no physical interaction between the genes and no co-localization. The co-expression pattern of the genes throw a light on the transcriptional regulatory mechanism [@pone.0066843-Ngai1]--[@pone.0066843-Chess1] wherein a negative feedback is seen and the OR protein formed inhibits the translation of other OR transcripts. The co-expression pattern is on par with the one receptor-one neuron hypothesis wherein a single gene expressed randomly in every neuron gives rise to a receptor. About 11 genes were found to be co-expressing at the mRNA level, but due to inhibition, they fail to co-express at the protein level resulting in the formation of a single receptor for every neuron, as supported by the generated OR protein interaction network.

This is a maiden report of olfactory copy number study in a total of 344 individuals from 3 sample groups of India, Tibet and HapMap revealing the presence of CNPs in olfactory receptor gene regions. These OR CNVs were studied to unravel the complexities involved in the recurrent CNV burden regions. There was a combinatorial effect of both "orthologously obtained sequences from closely related species" and "paralogous derived sequences" which are providing the complexity to the continuously occurring OR CNVs.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================

###### 

OR protein network containing 135 OR genes were analysed using NetworkAnalyzer considering it as an un-directed network. NetworkAnalyzer was also used to perform topological analysis containing both undirected and directed edges. (a) Displays the node degree of nodes (genes) having 80 edges linked to each, where in-degree distribution and out-degree distribution can be observed to distinguish between random and scale-free network OR topologies. (b) Displays the number of neighbors connectivity of node and is the number of its neighbors with respect to the average clustering coefficient. The neighborhood connectivity of a node n = 80 is the average connectivity of all neighbors of the entire OR gene network. (c) displays the number of neighbors connectivity of node and is the number of its neighbors with respect to the topological coefficient. The numerical attribute is clustered at 0.56 coefficient of n = 80 which should have a minimum of 2 neighbors to have a topological coefficient of zero. (d) shows the frequency of the nodes (OR genes) with respect to path length distribution. 4 path lengths across significantly varying frequency were observed for the edges between the OR gene nodes. (e) Number of shared neighbors for a given OR gene node can be seen here, with the large cluster containing ∼65 neighbors with a higher frequency followed by ∼1 neighbor with a much lower frequency. (f) Shows the n = 80 neighbors clustered at the average neighborhood connectivity of 60--70 neighbors each. (g) displays the betweenness centrality of all the neighbors in this network, the betweenness centrality value for each nodes is normalized by dividing by the number of node pairs shown along with the Fit of Power Law. (h) shows the closeness centrality of OR genes plotted against the number of OR gene neighbors with the reciprocal of the average shortest path length, the closeness centrality of each OR gene node is a number between 0 and 1 shown along with the Fitting line. (i) Displays the stress centrality of the OR gene multiple edge network, where each OR gene node is the number of shortest paths passing through each of the other nodes. OR gene nodes are shown to have high stress as it is traversed by a high number of shortest paths. The stress centrality is seen distributed at 5 regions, OR gene nodes are seen at 1, 1E2, 1E3 and 1E4 containing 60 OR gene nodes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Describes the −1 kb/+1 kb upstream and downstream sequences of the copy number breakpoint, 22,317,500 bp --22,474,268 bp and its homology within and across the genome of closely related ancestral species. These breakpoints help to understand the complexity of two distinct features of evolutionarily conserved and derived sequences of the genome. The columns following that denotes the upstream sequences (−1 kb) of breakpoint start region, followed by columns containing the percent of similarity. The other half of the Table shows regions of the upstream breakpoint that\'s has the highest identity hits in ancestral species and their % similarity. Ninth column shows the downstream region of the breakpoint end (+1 kb). Tenth and eleventh column contains other regions of breakpoint in humans and their % similarity. Twelfth and thirteenth column shows other sequence regions of downstream breakpoint region that have high sequence identity in ancestral species along with their % similarity.

(DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Complete list of Olfactory Receptor genes and pseudogenes in humans along with the list of Intact genes  = 405--46.98%, Pseudogenes  = 457--53.01%, and Total OR genes  = 862.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

List of CNV events, cytoband positions, size, count, and markers identified across HapMap, Tibet and Indian population.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Representation of the number of overlapping common Copy Number Polymorphisms (CNPs) found in the five populations studied including four from HapMap and Tibetan populations. CEU (CEPH collection), CHB (Han Chinese in Beijing, China), JPT (Japanese in Tokyo, Japan) and YRI (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria), TBT (Tibetan). Y represents 'Yes' indicating the presence of that CNV in that particular population.

(DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Hotspot analysis using HD-CNV of the CNPs was used to identify the hotspots in chromosomes of various populations.

(DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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